
Important Notice before a Mastering Session

Compression/Limiter : if possible, avoid compressing the whole mix. It is quite impossible to 
recover lost dynamics, and you’ll rob the mastering engineer of a valuable tool. You can provide 
compressed audio to you mastering engineer but only as reference files. No dynamic process on master 
bus. 

EQ : Avoid using EQ on the whole mix.You can provide EQed audio to you mastering engineer but 
only as reference files. No EQ process on master bus.

Level/Stereo : 
- Remember that the vocals are the most important part of a song. Make sure every word can be easily 
understood. It is common practice to compile "vocal up" and "vocal down" versions of mixes. 
- Try and keep instruments (including vocals) from masking one another, e.g. by panning them 
differently
- Don’t trim, fade in or fade out your mixes. This leaves the mastering engineer unable to recover the 
lost material, as well as preventing him/her from doing the job using more appropriate tools.
- Don’t mix to digital media (DAT, CD, hard disk etc.) too hot. Levels that peak at –
3dBFS to -6dDBFS are more than sufficient. 
- Avoid normalizing your tracks, since this may have adverse effects.
- Check for phase coherence when mixing, to ensure mono compatibility. To do this, listen to your mix 
in mono and check if any information (instrument) gets lost.

Audio Format : 
- Render the mixes with the same resolution used during production. 
-  It's highly recommended to record at 24 bits/ 44,1, 88,2 or 96 Khz sample rates or 32 bits float, 
- Try to use datacompression such as .zip or .rar, to ensure 1:1 data integrity of received files
at our end

Reference :
- You can provide an audio reference  or an artist to refer to... it helps a lot.
- Talk with your mastering engineer... PLEASE...  he's there to help you with your project.
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